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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The United States currently stations over 28,000 troops in South Korea (the ROK) to 
help guard it against attacks from North Korea (the DPRK). These troops are a lega-
cy of a different time. The ROK has become wealthier and more powerful since 1953 
when it came under the protection of the United States. Now, the ROK can surely 

defend itself from the DPRK without a foreign troop presence, a development that should drive 
a rethink in U.S. policy.

If the shift of power on the Korean Peninsula makes a rethink of U.S. policy possible, then 
the risk of war with the DPRK makes such a rethink prudent. The United States can pursue its 
interests in Korea more wisely by implementing a “reductions-for-peace” approach that grad-
ually reduces U.S. forces in South Korea to zero, with a timeline determined by military con-
siderations and in consultation with Seoul. This approach would be more likely than current 
U.S. policy toward the DPRK to extract meaningful steps from Pyongyang toward improved 
relations with the ROK and/or the United States, lowering the risk of war. U.S. troop reductions 
should be accompanied by dropping the longtime U.S. insistence on full denuclearization of the 
DPRK and by attempts to reverse attendant United Nations sanctions on the DPRK.

The reductions-for-peace approach is feasible because the ROK does not need U.S. forces or 
extended deterrence for its safety, making U.S. troop withdrawal consonant with U.S. interests 
in a safe and secure ROK. It holds a chance for furthering U.S. interests because U.S. forc-
es pose a threat to the DPRK; removing them can induce the DPRK to take meaningful steps 
toward peace, which would lessen the risk of a war that could harm U.S. interests. The reduc-
tions-for-peace approach would mark a stark departure from traditional U.S. policy toward Ko-
rea, but such a departure is necessary to better align U.S. foreign policy interests and practice.
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U.S. Interests in Korea Are Too 
Broadly Defined 

The U.S. Should Focus on Core Interests

In order to properly judge and make recommenda-
tions for U.S. policy in South Korea/the Republic of 
Korea (ROK), U.S. interests must first be defined. 
What are the United States’s foreign policy interests? 
More specifically, what are U.S. interests in Korea, 
and how does the U.S.-ROK relationship affect those 
interests?1 Finally, how could the U.S.-ROK relation-
ship be modified  to best further U.S. interests?

U.S. foreign policy interests must account for any 
entities or forces that threaten near-term U.S. security 
or the long-term foundations of U.S. security. U.S. 
security in the near-term means maintaining U.S. ter-
ritorial integrity and homeland security. In the long-
term, it requires sustaining economic growth, a robust 
population, and global stability to the extent required 
by these first two foundations. Given these assump-
tions, U.S. foreign policy interests in Korea are:

1. Preventing an attack on the U.S. homeland.
2. Preventing catastrophic war that threatens 

global stability and/or substantially disrupts 
commerce.2

3. Maintaining as much international trade as 
possible at cost.

4. Preventing the rise of a regional hegemon that 
threatens to attack the U.S. homeland, trigger 
catastrophic war, and/or reduce international 
trade flows.

5. Combatting transnational threats to the U.S. 
homeland, international stability, and/or 
international trade, including but not limited 
to climate change and its effects, biological 
pathogens, and violent nonstate groups.

Existing U.S. nuclear and conventional capabilities 
are more than capable of deterring or defeating an 
attack from the only two East Asian actors with a real 
chance of going to war with the United States, the 
People’s Republic of China (PRC) and North Korea/
the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK).3 
However, changes to existing U.S. policy toward 
Korea can still further interest one, as the size of the 

threat from the DPRK can be reduced. The United 
States and the ROK remain at war with the DPRK, 
for the Korean War only left off with an armistice.4 
Moreover, the DPRK lays claim to the territory of 
a country that the U.S. has pledged to defend (the 
ROK), tying together interests one and two.5 The dan-
ger of war between the DPRK and the United States, 
either through direct confrontation or U.S. support for 
the ROK in a war with the DPRK, is therefore a real 
possibility. That there are U.S. troops in the ROK and 
nuclear weapons in both U.S. and DPRK arsenals en-
sures any such war would likely be consequential for 
Washington.6 Thus, without even turning to military 
forces in Korea, there is room for risk reduction in 
U.S. policy toward the DPRK.7

Interests two and three – preventing catastrophic 
war and maintaining international trade – would be 
damaged by a war between the United States and 
the PRC, which would threaten global stability and 
trade given both countries’ large landmasses, popu-
lations, economies, nuclear arsenals, and militaries.8 
U.S.-PRC relations also factor into interest four, 
preventing the rise of a power in Asia that threatens 
U.S. interests. The PRC is currently the world’s only 
contender for a regional hegemon other than the 
United States, given its massive economic growth and 
corresponding military buildup.9 PRC hegemony in 
East Asia would be a concern if the PRC was likely to 
take trade-dampening actions in the South China Sea 
(SCS).10 If PRC actions in the SCS threatened U.S. 
vital interests, then the ROK may factor into U.S. 
responses.11 The U.S.-ROK alliance’s role in U.S. 
policy toward the PRC is not merely hypothetical.12 
In 2017, the United States deployed Terminal High 
Altitude Area Defense (THAAD) missile batteries to 
protect the ROK from North Korean intercontinental 
ballistic missiles (ICBMs). But because of Korea’s 
proximity to the PRC, Beijing viewed the move as a 
U.S. attempt to protect the United States from Chi-
nese ICBMs, and boycotted South Korean imports as 
a result.13

The fifth and final interest – combatting transnational 
threats – demands cooperation. The United States and 
the PRC are the two largest state emitters of carbon 
dioxide by far, demanding cooperation between them 
if climate change reduction is to be substantial.14 
Proposals to roll back the DPRK’s nuclear program 
often cite the risk of cash-strapped Pyongyang selling 
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nuclear matériel to “undeterrable” non-state actors.15 
The COVID-19 pandemic, which has ravaged the 
United States and other countries, originated from 
the PRC, in part because of Beijing’s opaque po-
litical system.16 If the U.S.-ROK alliance can help 
secure more cooperation with the ROK or the PRC on 
climate change mitigation, nonproliferation efforts, 
and/or pandemic prevention than would otherwise 
be possible, then the alliance would also further U.S. 
interest number five.

The U.S. Should De-emphasize Peripheral 
Interests

The foregoing list of vital U.S. foreign interests as 
applied to Korea excludes several interests frequent-
ly claimed to be core U.S. foreign policy interests in 
East Asia:

1. Maintaining a “liberal, rules-based” interna-
tional order.

2. Maintaining overseas bases not necessarily 
needed to guarantee a swift and effective U.S. 
response to future contingencies (but suppos-
edly helpful for other reasons, such as “pre-
serving credibility”).

3. Preventing the proliferation of nuclear weap-
ons to non-nuclear weapons states.

4. Spreading democracy and liberal governance 
to nondemocratic and/or illiberal states.

First, to the extent that a liberal international order 
exists, the United States cannot do much to arrest 
its decline. For one, the very existence of a liberal 
international order is often exaggerated. A diffuse 
(i.e., multipolar) distribution of power pushes states to 
behave “agnostically” (that is, willing to subordinate 
liberal governance to security concerns).17 Multipo-
larity increasingly defines the international system – a 
result of power shifts, not state policy.18 So, a liberal 
international order is increasingly thin and the United 
States cannot do much to affect that.19

In itself, maintaining overseas U.S. military garrisons 
like the one in the ROK is not a vital U.S. foreign 
policy interest, either.20 Such garrisons may well en-
able quick response times to future threats yet still be 
an overall drag on U.S. interests. Considering future 
contingencies, the U.S. presence in Korea should only 
be kept if it is a net benefit to U.S. interests.

Nor do nuclear nonproliferation or democracy pro-
motion comprise vital U.S. foreign policy interests 
in East Asia. Given that nuclear weapons – even in 
the hands of states like the DPRK – cannot readily be 
sold to non-state users or used to coerce other states, 
nuclear proliferation does not threaten U.S. security 
enough to make nonproliferation a vital interest.21 
And, while there is evidence that democracies do not 
fight each other as much as nondemocracies fight 
each other or democracies, the idea of a “democrat-
ic peace” does not mean that attempting to spread 
democracy would be worthwhile for the United 
States.22 In fact, U.S. attempts to spread liberal de-
mocracy have led to disastrous wars that have wasted 
thousands of lives, trillions of dollars, and substantial 
political attention and capital.23 Though one can spec-
ulate as to whether a more liberal, democratic world 
would better serve Washington’s vital foreign policy 
interests, attempting to force such a world into exis-
tence is not worth the cost for the United States.

The United States should therefore approach Korea 
policy with five security concerns: protecting the 
homeland, preventing catastrophic war, maintaining 
international trade at cost, limiting the expansion of 
any aggressive regional hegemon in Asia, and fighting 
transnational threats.

The U.S. Alliance with South Korea is 
Unnecessary to Protect South Korea 

How can U.S. policymakers use and, if need be, mod-
ify the U.S.-ROK military alliance to best serve U.S. 
interests? A brief overview of the U.S.-ROK military 
alliance from its inception to the present followed by 
an assessment of the alliance now will help provide 
context for the answer.

South Korea Once Needed U.S. Support

Extensive U.S. involvement in Korea began with the 
end of World War II. The United States and the Soviet 
Union, reluctant allies during the war, occupied the 
southern and northern halves of the Korean Penin-
sula, respectively, after defeating Japan in August 
1945. This ended nearly 1,300 years of unity on the 
peninsula, leading in 1948 to the declarations of a 
communist DPRK north of the 38th parallel (led by 
Kim Il-sung) and a non-communist ROK south of the 
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38th parallel (led by Syngman Rhee), both claiming all 
of Korea.24 U.S. troops left the ROK in 1949. Though 
Washington did not want the South to fall to the 
communist North, it also did not want to get dragged 
into a war by the South, which was engaged in bor-
der skirmishes with the North throughout 1949.25 In 
June 1950, the two Koreas went to war and the North 
nearly conquered the South. The United States inter-
vened to save the ROK. A stalemate ensued; major 
fighting ended in 1953 with an armistice drawing up 
a demilitarized zone (DMZ) along the 38th parallel.26 
In October 1953, the United States signed a mutual 
defense agreement with the ROK guaranteeing U.S. 
protection of the ROK and allowing Washington to 
station military forces in the ROK.27

By this time, both Koreas were still very much third 
world countries.28 This gave the United States lever-
age in the U.S.-ROK relationship and helped push 
the ROK to be a close, if not always loyal, U.S. ally 
during the Cold War.29 Of course, Korea was used to 
playing the middle or small power role. After all, it is 
neighbors with China and Japan.30 But the U.S.-ROK 
alliance was novel in at least one way. Washington 
stayed in the ROK because it could provide South 
Koreans something they had not traditionally desired: 
protection from other Koreans.31

South Korea Can Now Deter North Korea 
Itself

Several factors crucial to the formation of the U.S.-
ROK alliance no longer obtain. First, the balance 
of power in the ROK-DPRK civil war has flipped. 
Whereas the DPRK nearly overtook the ROK in 
1950, the ROK now has a large economic and tech-
nological lead on the North. The DPRK is poor and 
pinned down by an autarkic command economy, 
kleptocratic statism, and its juche ideology of national 
self-reliance. Meanwhile, after embracing rule of law, 
trade, and capitalism, the ROK has become one of 
the world’s wealthiest and most advanced states – by 
some measures, its gross domestic product is 50 times 
that of the DPRK’s.32

This reversal of fortunes means that the ROK would 
have the ability to deter a North Korean attack with-
out any outside help if it was given enough time to 
translate its latent power (wealth) into military capa-

bilities.33 This is despite the DPRK’s nuclear capabili-
ty – were the ROK to lose its current protection under 
the U.S. nuclear “umbrella” and judge the benefits of 
a domestic nuclear capability to outweigh the costs, it 
could have a deliverable nuclear weapon in a year or 
two, owing to its advanced civilian nuclear power and 
rocket technology.34 (Alternatively, it could field an 
advanced conventional force without nuclear weap-
ons.) Similarly, the DPRK’s massive military spend-
ing as a proportion of GDP and military manpower as 
a proportion of general population would not prevent 
the ROK from gaining a military advantage. Decades 
of robust economic and population growth in the 
ROK enable it to field a qualitatively superior military 
at acceptable financial costs and conscription rates 
compared to the DPRK.35 For the last year for which 
there is available data, the ROK’s defense budget was 
tenfold the DPRK’s.36

Second, the U.S. strategic position has changed sub-
stantially since the U.S.-ROK alliance began in 1953. 
The ebb of the “communist threat” in Asia after the 
death of Stalin, the death of Mao, U.S.-Soviet détente 
in the 1970s, and the collapse of the Soviet Union in 
1991 gradually eroded the containment rationale for 
U.S. protection of the ROK.37 With the subsequent 
easing of the U.S. position in East Asia by the 1980s – 
and especially given the ROK’s growing ability to de-
fend itself against the DPRK – the main U.S. rationale 
for a military presence in the ROK diminished.

Growing political pressure in the ROK to wrangle 
Operational Control Authority (OPCON) from U.S. 
forces to ROK forces in the event of conflict in Korea 
illustrates an increased recognition of this phenom-
enon – even Seoul realizes it can afford to exclude 
Washington from existential security questions.38 
None of this should come as much of a surprise. At 
the end of the Korean War, the ROK’s security posi-
tion was particularly bad and Washington’s interest in 
a robust presence south of the 38th parallel was par-
ticularly strong. This conduced to a strong U.S.-ROK 
military alliance. But both the ROK’s insecurity and 
Washington’s desire to contain its adversaries from 
the Korean Peninsula have waned substantially since 
1953.39 The upshot: Washington’s second interest 
in Korea – preventing catastrophic war – no longer 
requires a U.S. military presence on the Korean Pen-
insula. Taken along with the possible gains of troop 
withdrawal, this makes prudent a U.S. reduction in 
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forces in the ROK.
Si Vis Pacem: U.S. Military’s Contri-
bution to Peace

At the ROK’s current levels of military power and 
force readiness, how necessary are U.S. forces for 
defending it? First, the U.S. military presence will be 
judged against the main threat it is meant to deter: a 
North Korean invasion of the ROK. A short overview 
of the current U.S. military presence, prefaced by a 
brief historical context, will follow. Lastly, DPRK 
military capabilities and the prospect of the ROK 
defending itself – including the feasibility, cost, and 
timeline of the ROK replicating the capabilities cur-
rently provided by the U.S. military presence – will 
be examined. The conclusion: The ROK could com-
pensate for losses in military capabilities with its own 
force procurement and development if U.S. troops left 
gradually, meaning U.S. troop withdrawal would not 
hurt the U.S. interest of preventing war in Korea.

Threats Addressed by U.S. Forces in Korea

Since 1957, U.S. combat forces in the ROK have been 
organized as U.S. Forces Korea (USFK). In 1978, 
responsibility for South Korean security was partially 
shifted to the ROK in the form of the joint ROK/U.S. 
Combined Forces Command (CFC).40 USFK and 
CFC exist to deter against an invasion of the ROK by 
the DPRK or repel such an invasion should deterrence 
fail.41 Thus, the DPRK’s military capabilities are es-
sential to understanding the main purpose of USFK.

The inter-Korean military balance is skewed in favor 
of the DPRK in terms of quantity but in favor of the 
ROK in terms of quality. According to 2021 estimates 
by the International Institute for Strategic Studies, a 
London-based think tank, and the ROK Ministry of 
National Defense, the Korean People’s Army (KPA) 
– the DPRK’s military – has 1.28 million active-duty 
troops and 600,000 reserve troops.42 This gives the 
KPA around twice as many active-duty troops as the 
ROK, which has around 599,000 active-duty troops 
and 3.1 million reserve troops. The KPA also has 
more tanks, surface-to-surface fi res, and ships than 
the South.43

But, across land, sea, and air domains, ROK forc-
es are far more technologically advanced than their 

North Korean counterparts. The ROK has more 
intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) 
aircraft than the DPRK – capabilities crucial for 
surveying the DMZ to anticipate and defeat any KPA 
military incursions.44 Owing to dynamic domestic 
technology and industrial sectors and extensive arms 
sales from the United States, the ROK also has more 
advanced tanks, airplanes, and missile defense sys-
tems than the DPRK.45 Furthermore, ROK forces have 
been assessed as better trained than their DPRK coun-
terparts.46 Now, according to Jane’s World Armies, the 
ROK Armed Forces “is capable of defending against 
a North Korean conventional attack without substan-
tial US ground forces on the DMZ.”47

Fig. 1: Order of Battle on Korean Peninsula48Fig. 1: Order of Battle on Korean Peninsula

This means two things for a possible DPRK invasion 
of the ROK. First, the technologically inferior DPRK 
would be expected to adopt a blitzkrieg strategy to try 
and neutralize ROK and U.S. forces in the ROK be-
fore U.S. (and, possibly, U.S.-allied) reinforcements 
could arrive.49 Second, because its strategy emphasiz-
es speed, the DPRK may consider using its chemical, 
biological, or nuclear weapons in an attack.50 U.S. 
military commanders have assumed that the DPRK 
would use these weapons in an invasion.51

Recent analyses estimate a DPRK invasion would 
look like the following. The DPRK would fi re around 
6,000 of its long-range artillery and rocket systems at 
Seoul and military targets around it.52 The KPA would 
also launch cruise and ballistic missiles at ROK and 
U.S. airbases in order to deny air superiority to U.S.-
ROK forces – a key advantage they have over the 
North. KPA special operations forces would likely try 
to infi ltrate ROK Armed Forces positions behind the 
front lines via tunnels and aircraft.53 The KPA Ground 
Forces would push south to take the peninsula as 
quickly as possible – starting with Seoul, located just 
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55 km south of the DMZ.54

Ready to “Fight Tonight”: Current U.S. 
Forces in Korea

In this contingency, what capabilities would USFK 
provide in defense of the ROK? In times of peace, 
USFK is meant to help deter a North Korea inva-
sion.55 Should deterrence fail and the DPRK invade 
the ROK, U.S.-ROK forces would need to repel the 
KPA ground advance, which also entails minimizing 
damage to U.S. and ROK military forces, infrastruc-
ture, and civilians.

Supporting the fi rst mission of repelling a North Ko-
rean advance, U.S. air and ground forces would help 
ROK forces hold the line against KPA troops by pre-
venting further advances and disrupting North Korean 
supply lines as they stretched further south, buying 
time. And, since buying time allows reinforcements to 
enter the fi ght on the side of U.S.-ROK forces, hold-
ing fi rm and delaying the KPA’s advance are to the 
advantage of U.S.-ROK forces.56

There is also the second mission of minimizing the 
damage to the ROK of a North Korean attack. U.S. 
air, artillery, and missile defense forces could substan-
tially blunt the impact of North Korean long-range 
fi res and ground attack aircraft. U.S. ground attack 
aircraft, artillery, and surface-to-surface missiles 
could neutralize North Korean artillery, ballistic mis-
sile launchers, cruise missile launchers, and possibly 
airfi elds – either once an attack began or to preempt 
an attack if U.S. commanders were certain an inva-
sion was imminent.57

Later in a confl ict, U.S. Navy vessels could provide 
off shore support for this mission using cruise missiles. 
Overhead, U.S. fi ghter aircraft could neutralize inferi-
or North Korean fi ghter and ground attack aircraft to 
limit the damage these forces could do to U.S.-ROK 
military sites.58 Lastly, U.S. missile defense batteries 
could be deployed to try and intercept at least some 
of the KN-02 and KN-24 conventional-tipped short-
range ballistic missiles (SRBMs) that the KPA would 
likely launch at Seoul and other military targets.59

In sum, USFK would provide substantial support for 
the U.S.-ROK missions of halting KPA forces and 
limiting damage in the event of a DPRK invasion of 

the ROK. The rapid reaction time required by these 
missions is captured in USFK’s motto: “ready to 
Fight Tonight and win.”60 Note that homeland secu-
rity is not an essential part of USFK’s mission; U.S. 
conventional forces elsewhere and nuclear forces are 
suffi  cient for deterring and/or defeating attacks on the 
United States.

Fig. 2: U.S. Forces Korea*:61

*MBT = main battle tank; IFV = infantry fi ghting 
vehicle; MRL = multiple rocket launcher; SAM = 
surface-to-air missile

South Korea Can Replicate USFK 
Capabilities 

The main capabilities that the ROK would have to 
replicate should the United States reduce and/or 
withdraw its forces from the ROK are long-range 
precision strike and ISR.62 The ROK Armed Forces 
have already deployed advanced long-range pre-
cision strike capabilities in the form of F-35 Joint 
Strike Fighters and ballistic and cruise missiles in line 
with the Korea Massive Punishment and Retaliation 
(KMPR) strategy, which aims to destroy DPRK artil-
lery and ballistic missiles and wipe out North Korean 
leadership if the DPRK launches a fi rst strike on the 
ROK.63 These assets are also part of “Kill Chain,” a 
system for preemptively degrading DPRK nuclear 
and missile capabilities should the ROK detect an 
impending attack. Along with Korea Air and Missile 
Defense (KAMD), a strategy for defending against 
multiple incoming DPRK missiles, KMPR and Kill 
Chain have been part of ROK military strategy since 
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2016 (though in 2018 KMPR and Kill Chain were 
redesignated as the “Strategic Strike System”).64

To be sure, the ROK may feel more vulnerable to a 
devastating first strike by the KPA on its long-range 
precision strike assets if U.S. forces draw down 
or leave. After all, USFK can call on carrier strike 
groups for offshore long-range assets that are large-
ly invulnerable to the KPA, which does not have 
precision anti-ship missiles.65 However, the ROK 
Armed Forces have already started to fill this gap by 
purchasing new missile defense systems in line with 
KAMD and by developing a light aircraft carrier and 
nuclear-powered submarines – platforms that can 
give Seoul offshore, and thus more secure, aerial and 
missile capabilities.66

Moreover, the ROK has steadily been improving its 
ISR capabilities to match existing U.S. assets – in De-
cember 2019, the ROK began receiving RQ-4 Glob-
al Hawk drones bought from Northrop Grumman, 
giving it the ability to surveil large swaths of territory 
and thus keep an eye on DPRK troops.67 Seoul is also 
investing hundreds of millions of dollars in space 
research in order to develop satellite-based assets.68 If 
U.S. troop withdrawal was stretched out over a few 
years, ROK forces would likely be able to meet the 
long-range precision strike and ISR demands of Kill 
Chain and KMPR with indigenous capabilities. This 
time would also allow the ROK to realize its five-year 
defense reforms for 2021-2025, make adjustments to 
compensate for the loss of U.S.-ROK military exer-
cises, and complete transfer of wartime OPCON from 
U.S. to ROK forces.69 

Although a recent report on the ROK’s military read-
iness also identifies shortcomings in modernization 
efforts and reserve unit training, these weak spots are 
not independent of the U.S. force presence. Far from 
it, if U.S. troops left, a self-interested Seoul could 
surely find the political support needed to meet more 
ambitious budget and training targets.70

Of course, if U.S. forces leave, the ROK may also feel 
it should build its own nuclear weapons – even if the 
United States does not withdraw its formal defense 
obligation to the ROK, Seoul may see a U.S. defense 
promise without forward-deployed U.S. forces as 
incredible.71 (Alternatively, the ROK may decide to 
not nuclearize and remain nuclear-latent, given its in-
creasingly advanced non-nuclear military.72) But this 

should not be a cause for concern. If the ROK decides 
to build its own nuclear weapons, the United States 
can unambiguously maintain its nuclear umbrella 
over the ROK until Seoul has the secure second-strike 
capability (SSC) needed to lower the risk of a North 
Korean strike on ROK nuclear weapons facilities.73 
Whether the ROK chooses to forego or pursue nuclear 
weapons, deterrence can be maintained on the Korean 
Peninsul without U.S. prescence. 

The foregoing assessment illustrates how preventing 
inter-Korean war, and thus the first two U.S. inter-
ests in Korea, do not demand a U.S. force presence. 
Now, the U.S. military presence’s effect on other U.S. 
interests in Korea will be assessed. The financial cost 
of the alliance will be disregarded here. To be sure, 
the alliance costs U.S. taxpayers a substantial amount 
($13.4 billion from 2016 to 2019) in absolute terms. 
But in relative terms, this sum is not much for Wash-
ington.74 Ultimately, given that improved relations 
between the DPRK and the ROK and/or the United 
States are in U.S. interests and that the U.S. military 
presence can be reduced to secure this, reducing 
troops is in U.S. interests regardless of financial sav-
ings. This next section will lay out why and how U.S. 
forces in Korea can be leveraged for peace.
 
Reductions for Peace: Suggestions for 
U.S. Policy in Korea

The United States should withdraw forces incremen-
tally from the ROK, eventually to zero troops, while 
maintaining the continued U.S.-ROK mutual defense 
promise. The United States would trade away its forc-
es in the ROK in exchange for the DPRK taking steps 
toward a more peaceful ROK-DPRK relationship – a 
“reductions-for-peace” approach. This policy allows 
for continued ROK security while furthering U.S. 
interests at minimal cost.

The next section will establish that U.S. troop with-
drawal would not hurt U.S. interests three through 
five in Korea. Having already established that the first 
two U.S. interests, protecting the United States and 
preventing war, would not be hurt by a U.S. troop 
withdrawal, the strategies of past ROK leaders will be 
reviewed to show why and how U.S. troop reductions 
can further U.S. interests.
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Withdrawal Would Not Hurt Other Policy 
Priorities 

By pushing the DPRK to engage in serious diploma-
cy with the ROK and eventually the United States, 
a reductions-for-peace approach would decrease the 
risk of war involving the DPRK and thereby further 
U.S. interests.75 Besides this, how would the reduc-
tions-for-peace approach serve other U.S. security 
priorities? There is no reason to believe the reduc-
tions-for-peace approach would harm U.S. priorities 
three and four: maintaining international trade and 
containing the PRC peacefully if need be.76 The 
reductions-for-peace approach certainly would not 
compromise U.S. security needs regarding the PRC 
or trade because the PRC does not pose an immediate 
threat to the territorial integrity of other states (save 
small border disputes) or international waterways.77 
Should the PRC pose a threat to U.S. interests that 
could be addressed by U.S. forces like those in Ko-
rea, more extensive U.S. forces in nearby Japan or a 
re-stationing of U.S. forces in the ROK – perhaps aid-
ed by prepositioned stocks left behind – could answer 
the call.78

Though other analyses of U.S. policy in Korea have 
instead suggested that USFK may be crucial to U.S. 
policy toward the PRC, this is not borne out by the 
evidence.79 Regarding U.S. hopes that the ROK could 
base U.S. kinetic assets, Beijing’s sanctioning of the 
ROK over its THAAD deployment ensures Seoul 
will not be keen to join any anti-PRC missile network 
anytime soon. Nor does the ROK provide any added 
benefit for Washington in terms of non-kinetic as-
sets. Though the AN/TPY-2 radar accompanying the 
THAAD batteries in the ROK offers a way for Wash-
ington to identify decoy warheads on Chinese ICBMs 
that Japan-based U.S. radar does not – which is likely 
why Beijing protested U.S. deployment of THAAD in 
the ROK in the first place – it appears the PRC coun-
tered this potential threat to its secure SSC by deploy-
ing multiple independently targetable re-entry vehi-
cles on its ICBMs.80 What added utility is provided by 
U.S. assets in the ROK specifically can be overcome 
easily by the PRC.

Additionally, the unique nature of U.S. interests in 

Korea due to its relationship with the DPRK suggests 
that other, perhaps more necessary alliances (such as 
the U.S.-Japan one) would not fall apart for lack of 
U.S. credibility following a U.S. troop withdrawal 
from the ROK.81 Keeping U.S. military forces in Ko-
rea is not necessary for furthering U.S. interests three 
or four.

Furthermore, the reductions-for-peace approach is 
compatible with the last U.S. priority in Korea be-
cause it does not hamper Washington’s ability to 
work with the ROK on transnational issues.82 On such 
issues – climate change, pandemic containment and 
response, and violent non-state groups – allies are 
critical. But there is no reason that the ROK would be 
less cooperative with the United States if U.S. troops 
were withdrawn.

Evidence from Past Engagement: Alliance 
Effects on Peace

U.S. troop withdrawal is clearly acceptable for inter-
ests three through five. Once again, on interest two 
(which is tied up with interest one by the U.S.-ROK 
defense treaty) a U.S. troop withdrawal is accept-
able, since it need not existentially threaten the ROK. 
Moreover, a U.S. troop withdrawal is likely to further 
U.S. interests one and two in Korea by making war 
less likely. As history indicates, a withdrawal of U.S. 
troops in the ROK is likelier to advance peace than a 
continued U.S. presence in the South.

This pattern has held across all seven ROK admin-
istrations since the end of the Cold War – even as 
Seoul’s privileged position over the DPRK has en-
abled it to chart a more independent foreign policy. To 
be sure, South Korean domestic politics matter: Pro-
gressives and conservatives in the ROK differ on their 
views of governance, Japan, and how to best engage 
the DPRK. But the U.S.-ROK alliance’s downer effect 
on inter-Korean diplomacy is consistent. Consider 
Seoul’s move in the late 1980s to normalize relations 
with North Korea’s great-power backers, the Soviet 
Union and the PRC – a policy known as the “North-
ern policy,” or nordpolitik. Nordpolitik was enabled 
by Washington’s growing more relaxed toward Asia 
as the Cold War wound down, but it also owes much 
to decisions by the ROK’s liberalization after its first 
democratic elections.83
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Though the ROK’s first democratically elected pres-
ident, Roh Tae-woo, and his successor, Kim Young-
sam, oriented the ROK’s foreign policy around 
nordpolitik, Kim’s entire term was overshadowed by 
the nuclear issue: after it was found to be enriching 
plutonium for possible use in nuclear bombs in viola-
tion of the Nuclear Non-proliferation Treaty (NPT), 
the DPRK threatened to withdraw from the treaty. 
The United States, which was intensely focused on 
nonproliferation, then directly entered talks with the 
DPRK without going through the ROK.84 In Wash-
ington, Cold War-era rhetoric of mobilizing for war 
and nuclear threats displaced the previously relaxed 
approach to East Asia, dampening Kim’s efforts at 
dialogue just as ROK-DPRK talks had been bolstered 
by the 1991 removal of U.S. nuclear weapons from 
the ROK.85

The U.S.-ROK alliance’s diminishing effect on peace 
continued under the administrations of progressives 
Kim Dae-jung (1998-2003) and Roh Moo-hyun 
(2003-2008) and those of their more U.S.-aligned suc-
cessors, conservatives Lee Myung-bak (2008-2013) 
and Park Geun-hye (2013-2017). Kim’s “Sunshine 
Policy” of diplomatic and economic engagement with 
the DPRK aimed for cooperation despite Pyongyang’s 
political and human rights issues. It was embodied in 
the Kaesong Industrial Complex (KIC), a facility just 
north of the DMZ employing both South and North 
Koreans. Though Washington pushed to pressure 
Pyongyang on its nuclear progress even more under 
Roh, he still continued the KIC. Under Roh, U.S. 
troops levels decreased substantially for the first time 
since 1992.86

Meanwhile, Lee and Park hewed rigidly to the U.S. 
insistence that the DPRK stop testing and developing 
the nuclear weapons it reasonably believed necessary 
for its survival. This approach did not bode well for 
peace: In 2010, the DPRK shelled Yeonpyeong Island 
in the largest open DPRK-ROK exchange of fire since 
the 1953 armistice, substantially cooling inter-Korean 
relations. Unsurprisingly, the attack was preceded by 
a large U.S.-ROK combined arms military exercise 
and a South Korean statement that Seoul may request 
a restationing of U.S. nuclear weapons in the ROK.87 
Under Park, the KIC was scuttled and North Korean 
nuclear tests were met with only more provocative 

U.S.-ROK military exercises, driving a cycle of mis-
trust and animosity.88

Clearly, a strong U.S.-ROK alliance has enabled some 
ROK governments to take a tough approach to the 
DPRK, despite the alliance between the ROK and 
the United States being inherently threatening toward 
Pyongyang. The administration of President Moon 
Jae-in is the exception that proves the rule: working 
with U.S. President Donald Trump’s unconventional 
approach to alliances and a Pyongyang negotiat-
ing from a position of strength after testing nuclear 
weapons systems, Moon was able to secure DPRK 
participation in the 2018 Winter Olympics in Pyeong-
chang, ROK (under a unified flag with the ROK at the 
opening ceremony), followed by suspended U.S.-
ROK military exercises and summits between North 
Korean Supreme Leader Kim Jong-un and both Moon 
and Trump.89

Perhaps normalized North-South relations, or even 
just an end to the North-South arms race, is all that 
can be achieved in the near term. But whatever is 
most achievable will come by prioritizing durable 
peace over immediate security – a dynamic difficult 
to find in the U.S.-ROK alliance. This is because the 
ability of the United States and the ROK to invade the 
DPRK, embodied in U.S.-ROK military exercises, re-
mains viable for Washington even if it drops all denu-
clearization rhetoric but retains U.S. forces in Korea. 
Therefore, a gradual withdrawal of U.S. troops – not 
just an abandonment of the denuclearization approach 
to the DPRK – is required to extract possible peace 
dividends from the DPRK.

Republic of Korea (Dec. 6, 2016) Rear Adm. Brad Cooper, commander, U.S. Naval Forces 
Korea (CNFK) tours YP-do base during a visit to Yeonpyeong Defense Command. CNFK 
is the U.S. Navy’s representative in the ROK, providing leadership and expertise in naval 
matters to improve institutional and operational effectiveness between the two navies and 
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to strengthen collective security efforts in Korea and the region. (U.S. Navy photo by Petty 
Officer 2nd Class Jermaine M. Ralliford. No changes were made to this photo.) https://www.
dvidshub.net/image/3035869/cnfk-visits-rok-north-west-islands.

What Could Peace Look Like?

What would a reductions-for-peace approach look 
like? Peace could unfold in a number of ways, not 
least because the ROK (especially under a govern-
ment more committed to the U.S.-ROK alliance) and 
possibly Japan could try and push back against troop 
withdrawal. On top of this, it is difficult to predict the 
DPRK’s reactions with accuracy. However, these are 
considerable but not insurmountable obstacles, as ulti-
mate authority for withdrawing U.S. troops still lies in 
Washington.90 Considering past engagement with the 
DPRK and the logic of confidence-building measures 
(CBMs), a peace could look like the following: the 
United States withdraws troops from the ROK while 
allowing for Seoul to fully meet its own defense 
needs, drops the denuclearization demand, and works 
to repeal attendant United Nations (UN) sanctions. In 
exchange, the United States pushes the ROK and the 
DPRK to implement military-to-military exchanges, 
arms limitations and reductions, and talks on peace 
and normalization (all the while engaging in U.S.-
DPRK peace talks, as well).

An end goal of full U.S. troop withdrawal could be 
stated openly or kept secret, but in effect it should not 
matter too much, given that the DPRK would likely 
try to wait out an incremental withdrawal made condi-
tional on DPRK actions. (It is not clear if Pyongyang 
would find any number of U.S. troops acceptable.91) 
With or without active U.S. encouragement, any gov-
ernment in Seoul confident in the ROK’s indigenous 
security capabilities would be driven and comfortable 
enough to take advantage of the new security environ-
ment and begin engaging with the DPRK. Washington 
could then help guide CBMs between the Koreas and 
move to arms control and CBMs between itself and 
the DPRK.

Out with the Old: Drop Denuclearization 
and Sanctions

To get the DPRK to the table, the reduc-
tions-for-peace approach would have to be paired 
with two adjustments to current U.S. policy. The 
United States would first have to drop its demand of 
North Korean denuclearization. While Washington 

would not have to officially recognize the DPRK’s 
nuclear program, it would no longer attempt to re-
verse it. This seems necessary to advancing DPRK-
ROK and/or DPRK-U.S. peace given the last major 
peace development, the April 2018 Panmunjom 
Declaration between Kim Jong-un and Moon. It read 
that “South and North Korea confirmed the common 
goal of realizing, through complete denucleariza-
tion, a nuclear-free Korean Peninsula,” affirming that 
Pyongyang views nuclear weapons to be essential to 
its defense so long as the nuclear-armed United States 
has forces in Korea.92

Crucially, U.S. forces would be withdrawn at a pace 
allowing the ROK to build up the aforementioned ca-
pabilities needed to confidently deter the DPRK and, 
should deterrence fail, repel a DPRK invasion. This 
way, force reductions would not create any windows 
of opportunity that may tempt a DPRK attack.93 Note 
that a withdrawal need not entail an end to the U.S.-
ROK mutual defense promise. However, maintaining 
the treaty is not essential to reductions-for-peace, 
as the ROK can defend itself without U.S. extended 
deterrence. Moreover, if troop withdrawals succeed-
ed in reducing ROK-DPRK tensions, then war could 
become unlikely enough to render U.S. forward-de-
ployed forces unnecessary for making credible the 
U.S.-ROK mutual defense promise.94 The withdrawal 
would still substantially reduce North Korean threat 
perceptions from the United States because USFK, 
and the exercises it conducts with the ROK, drive the 
DPRK’s insecurity. Without a forward presence, the 
mutual defense commitment can become far more de-
fensive in the DPRK’s eyes.95All things equal, howev-
er, it would be politically easier for a U.S. president to 
build support for and execute force reductions without 
ending the alliance.

Of course, the longstanding U.S. policy of denuclear-
ization is not comprised of only USFK and rhetoric. 
There are also the UN Security Council (UNSC) sanc-
tions in place on the DPRK since it detonated its first 
nuclear bomb in 2006.96 Working to reverse sanctions 
would be in order for Washington, as it would further 
entice Pyongyang to take steps toward peace.97 Drop-
ping the denuclearization demand would remove the 
reason for sanctions and thus justify their reversal.

Dropping the denuclearization demand and corre-
sponding international sanctions is crucial to a re-
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ductions-for-peace approach. This would remove 
the central justification for Washington’s continued 
state of war with Pyongyang; paired with U.S. troop 
withdrawals, this could actually convince North 
Korea that its largest security threat is subsiding. The 
nuclear nonproliferation regime, to the extent it serves 
U.S. interests, is not nearly as relevant here as is the 
DPRK’s severe military disadvantage against two 
powerful allies with which it remains at war. No state 
facing such an uncertain security environment has 
ever given up its nuclear weapons. Policies based on 
the premise that the DPRK will be the first to abandon 
its nuclear weapons should be abandoned.

U.S. Reductions Would Further Peace

The reductions-for-peace approach would be feasible 
because the DPRK finds U.S. forces on the penin-
sula threatening – USFK, not to mention the rest of 
the U.S. military that it would drag into a war, give 
the ROK the means to plausibly defeat and possibly 
invade the DPRK.98 Paired with U.S. rhetoric favor-
ing (or at least contemplating) regime change in the 
DPRK and U.S. regime change actions in nuclear-as-
pirant Iraq and Libya over the past two decades, the 
DPRK reasonably views USFK as a real threat and 
demands it leave.99 This means USFK can be used 
as leverage to try and drive Pyongyang to improve 
relations with Seoul and/or Washington.100 The signal-
ing runs both ways: Seoul would also take seriously 
the idea that it must provide for its own security once 
U.S. protection leaves.101

There is the possibility that Pyongyang ignores U.S. 
troop withdrawals and waits until all troops are gone 
to sit down with Seoul or Washington. This is not a 
problem because all parties will still be incentivized 
to talk even after all U.S. troops leave – the ROK and 
the United States because engaging in extraneous 
arms races with the DPRK is risky and needlessly 
expensive, and the DPRK because “locking in” a 
now-improved security environment would be in its 
interests. U.S. troop reductions are needed for peace 
and would prove durable against hardball diplomacy.

Withdrawals Force Engagement and
 Increase Cooperation

Troop withdrawals could push the Koreas closer to 

peace in a number of ways. Because the U.S., the 
ROK, and the DPRK have no existing limits on their 
military forces with respect to the Korean Peninsu-
la, CBMs directly related to military forces can be 
implemented with real effect.102 The ROK and the 
DPRK could work out limits on the types of weap-
ons each side can field (likely chemical weapons and 
short-range missiles for the DPRK and air and ground 
forces for ROK forces), concentrations of forces, and 
the number of patrols allowed in disputed waters west 
of the Korean Peninsula, reducing the risk of dia-
logue-imperiling confrontation.103

Cooperation is not just limited to arms control. Draw-
ing off of negotiations from the Cold War, each side 
could station military observers near the other’s mili-
tary forces to lower the risk of surprise attack.104 The 
ROK and the DPRK could also negotiate exchanges 
of officers and military academy professors to pave 
the way for more serious CBMs to improve transpar-
ency and lower the risk of war, such as regularized 
exchange of information on military expenditures and 
the locations of land mines and other military forces. 
CBMs could entail talks over the disputed waters 
in the Western/Yellow Sea, negotiation of a bilater-
al photographic collection system akin to the Open 
Skies Treaty, and building a new liaison office, too.105

Outside of ROK-DPRK security discussions, the 
United States could engage with the DPRK directly 
– perhaps starting with talks over the return of Kore-
an War veterans’ remains – to improve relations and 
trust. Eventually, the goal would be a U.S.-DPRK 
peace treaty.106 If Washington could secure this, it 
would reduce the risk of U.S.-DPRK confrontation 
and thus further U.S. interests one and two in Korea.

Though such steps may seem small, they would 
serve U.S. interests by enhancing trust and dialogue 
between the two Koreas and thus reduce the risk of 
catastrophic war in Korea.107
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Conclusion

U.S. military forces in the ROK currently play a role 
in preventing inter-Korean war and, should deterrence 
fail, would play a key role in protecting the ROK 
from the DPRK. But the ROK can afford to defend 
itself from the DPRK; the U.S. presence is unnec-
essary. Not only would gradually withdrawing U.S. 
troops from the ROK do no harm to this core inter-
est or the other U.S. interests of maintaining trade, 
containing potential hegemons, or combatting trans-
national threats, but it would also further prospects for 
peace on the Korean Peninsula.

The ROK’s impressive economic growth and tech-
nological advancement in recent decades have made 
possible its military rise, making indigenous deter-
rence of the DPRK possible within only a few years’ 
time. There is thus an opportunity for the United 
States to relieve the DPRK of its main security threat: 
war with the U.S.-ROK alliance. Exploiting that op-
portunity begins with withdrawing U.S. troops from 
the Korean Peninsula on a timeline determined after 
consulting with ROK political and military leaders, 
as these troops drive Pyongyang’s insecurity and 
thus push it away from potential confidence-building, 
peace, and normalization talks with the ROK and the 
United States. Without the U.S. troops in Korea, there 
are no U.S.-ROK exercises; without those, CBMs, 
arms control, and other steps toward peace are likely 
to occur. 

This is not to say that there would be peace on the 
Korean Peninsula or a united Korea but for USFK 
and the U.S.-ROK military alliance. Korea’s split in 
the 1940s and its remaining so today can be attributed 
to more than just the U.S. presence in the South. But 
the threat posed by Washington toward Pyongyang 
means that more peaceful inter-Korean relations are 
more likely when Seoul acts outside the U.S.-ROK 
alliance, and worsening inter-Korean relations (up to 
and including violence) are more likely when Seoul 
and Washington recede into what is familiar: priori-
tizing security and the alliance over long-term peace. 
Eliminating that option by removing U.S. troops from 
Korea would better serve U.S. interests than current 
U.S. policy.
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